We asked survivors who are living at the FAIR Girls Vida Home to take a moment and listen to the song "Move." After they listened to the song, they felt inspired to create this artwork about how the song made them feel and what FAIR Girls means to them.

Picture Description of the survivor's artwork

1. (Top Box left corner) The day I begged God to show me a way out of the life
2. (Top Box right corner) The day I met someone who specialized in human trafficking traumas and learned people actually care
3. (Third Box Middle) The day I went to the first placement at FAIR Girls that helped me understand it wasn't my fault and finally felt safe
4. (Fourth Box Bottom of Page) I'm happy now zero negative thoughts
Today on #GivingTuesdayNow, you can help us continue to provide life saving support to survivors of trafficking. Join us as we work together to make a positive impact in the lives of survivors. Please donate at www.fairgirls.org